
“...a new putting aid that could become 

one of  the best and most innovative 

products to come along in a long 

while…it’s small and easily portable. 

It’s a good price point. And I really 

think it’s going to make me a better 

putter.”

– PGA.com

“With the PutterWheel my students 

learn quickly to get their eyes over the 

line of  the putt.  From this setup they 

can make a better stroke and the wheel 

wobbles less.”

–  John O’Leary 

Director of  Instruction    

Bay Hill Golf  Academy

www.putterwheel.com
www.facebook.com/putterwheel

info@putterwheel.com

The PutterWheel can be customized for 

corporate gifts, premiums, golf  outings and 

more.

They are not easily lost like logo’d golf  balls 

and make a lasting impression with your 

client and their friends when taken to the 

practice green.

The product is unique, with premium 

packaging and your custom logo. 

Both sides of  the PutterWheel can be fitted 

with your logo, design or copy as in the 

above example.

Corporate



PutterWheel S3 System

The PutterWheel is a unique wheel shaped 

putting training aid that helps golfers improve 

line of  sight, setup and provide instant feedback 

on mis-hits by wobbling off  the clubface.

1. Line of  SIGHT

The PutterWheel’s patent pending wheel design 

encourages taking dead aim at your target. Even 

standing above the ball, you will be able to tell if  

you are on or off  line. The narrow width builds 

confidence and focused aim. 

2. SETUP

The PutterWheel not only helps align your 

body to the ball, but the distance as well. The 

PutterWheel’s red sidewalls tell you if  you are 

too far or too close to the ball. (fig. 1 - 3)

3. STROKE

With confidence in your line and setup, the 

stroke becomes simpler. Make a rolling stroke as 

you would to get a wheel rolling. If  your stroke is 

not square to the direction of  the PutterWheel, 

it immediately tells you by wobbling off  the club 

face. (fig. 4)

Fig. 4. A mis-hit of  the PutterWheel will cause it to wobble off  the club face.

Fig. 1. See red inner ring, standing 
too far from the ball. 

Fig. 2. See red outer ring, 
standing too close to the ball.

Fig. 3. See just white top, just 
right! Your eyes are directly over 
the ball.

The patent pending system comes with 3 

PutterWheels, a storage pouch, and an alignment 

tool that draws 2 lines on your game ball so that 

you can take your visualization of  “rolling the 

wheel” to the course!

1.  3-PutterWheel Package — ideal for holiday 

gifts, customer appreciation gifts, corporate 

events, employee incentives and golf  outings.

2.  Dual PutterWheel System — perfect for lead 

generation or moving qualified leads down 

the sales funnel.

3.  Single PutterWheel System — great for 

trade shows & conferences as a give away.

CUSTOM LOGO PutterWheels

MINIMUM LEAD-TIME

100 units 3 weeks from artwork 
approval

• Corporate logo fits within a 28mm circle  

• Print a distinct logo on each side*

The Details…

3-PutterWheel Package

* 2nd logo requires an additional set-up charge


